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INTRODUCTION 
Accurate fault location reduces operating costs by avoiding lengthy and expensive patrols. 
Accurate fault location expedites repairs and restoration of lines, ultimately reducing revenue loss 
caused by outages. 

In this paper, we describe one- and two-ended impedance-based fault location experiences. We 
define terms associated with fault location, and describe several impedance-based methods of 
fault location (simple reactance, Takagi, zero-sequence current with angle correction, and two-
ended negative-sequence). We examine several system faults and analyze the performance of the 
fault locators given possible sources of error (short fault window, nonhomogeneous system, 
incorrect fault type selection, etc.). 

Finally, we show the laboratory testing results of a two-ended method, where we automatically 
extracted a two-ended fault location estimate from a single end.  

FAULT LOCATION METHODS AND DEFINITIONS 
Several methods of estimating fault location are presently used in the field: 

• DFR and short circuit data match 
• Traveling wave methods 
• Impedance-based methods 

− One-ended methods without using source impedance data (simple reactance, Takagi) 
− One-ended methods using source impedance data 

• Two-ended methods 

In this paper, we focus on certain impedance-based fault location methods and provide results 
from actual system faults. 

NOTABLE IEEE DEFINITIONS 
IEEE PC37.114, “Draft Guide for Determining Fault Location on AC Transmission and 
Distribution Lines”[1] was recently balloted and is in the approval process. One of the important 
contributions of the guide is the definitions section. Here are a few notable definitions found in 
the guide:  

Fault location error: Percentage error in fault location estimate based on the total line length: 
e (error) = (instrument reading – exact distance to the fault) / total line length. 

For example, suppose a line is 100 miles long and the actual fault is 90 miles from the local 
terminal. If the local fault locator provides a fault location of 94 miles, the fault location error is 
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(94-90)/100 = 4%. If the remote fault locator indicates 8 miles, the fault location error is 
(8-10)/100 = 2%.  

Homogeneous line: A transmission line where impedance is distributed uniformly on the 
whole length. 

Examples of this are lines that use the same conductor size and construction throughout.  Lines 
that are nonhomogeneous can be a source of error for one- or two-ended impedance-based fault 
location methods. 

Homogeneous system: A transmission system where the local and remote source impedances 
have the same system angle as the line impedance.  A homogeneous system is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Example of a Homogeneous System 

Nomograph: A graph that plots measured fault location versus actual fault location by 
compensating for known system errors.  

Figure 2 shows a 69 kV line with 12.47 kV underbuild.  
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Figure 2 69 kV Line Configuration Sketch 
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How to build a nomograph: 

1. Calculate line constants. 

2. Determine which faults require a nomograph. 

3. Using short circuit program, apply faults along the length of line (10%, 20%, etc.). 

4. Plug resultant voltage and current values into fault location algorithms. 

5. Plot a short circuit (actual) vs. calculated (relay) fault location.  
 

 Without Underbuild With 50 miles Underbuild 

R1 7.50 Ω 7.50 Ω 

X1 22.757 Ω 22.757 Ω 

R0 21.327 Ω 15.488 Ω 

X0 134.16 Ω 88.75 Ω 

Figure 3 shows a completed nomograph. 
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Figure 3 Completed Nomograph for 69 kV Line 

IMPEDANCE-BASED FAULT LOCATION METHODS AND REQUIREMENTS 
Impedance-based methods require the following approach: 

1. Measure the voltage and current phasors. 

2. Extract the fundamental components. 

3. Determine the phasors and fault type. 

4. Apply impedance algorithm. 
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One-ended impedance methods of fault location are a standard feature in most numerical relays. 
One-ended impedance methods use a simple algorithm, and communication channels and remote 
data are not required (except when a channel is required to bring the fault location estimate to an 
operator). 

Two-ended methods can be more accurate but require data from both terminals. Data must be 
captured from both ends before an algorithm can be applied. 

The most popular impedance-based fault location methods are discussed in this paper:  
• Simple reactance method (one-ended) 
• Takagi method (one-ended) 
• Modified Takagi method that corrects for source impedance angle differences (one-

ended) 
• Two-ended negative-sequence method 

One-ended impedance-based fault locators calculate the fault location from the apparent 
impedance seen by looking into the line from one end. An example system one-line is shown in 
Figure 4. To locate all fault types, the phase-to-ground voltages and currents in each phase must 
be measured. (If only line-to-line voltages are available, it is possible to locate phase-to-phase 
faults; if the zero-sequence source impedance, Z0, is known, we can estimate the location for 
phase-to-ground faults).  

If the fault resistance is assumed to be zero, we can use one of the impedance calculations in 
Table 1 to estimate the fault location.  

Table 1 Simple Impedance Equations 

Fault Type Positive-Sequence Impedance Equation (mZ1L =) 

A–ground ( )0aa I•3•kIV +  

B–ground ( )0bb I•3•kIV +  

C–ground ( )0cc I•3•kIV +  

a–b or a–b–g 
abab IV  

b–c or b–c–g 
bcbc IV  

c–a or c–a–g 
caca IV  

a–b–c Any of the following:  IV ,IV ,IV cacabcbcabab  

where 
k   is (Z0L – Z1L) / 3Z1L, 
Z0L is the zero-sequence line impedance, 
Z1L  is the positive-sequence line impedance, 
m  is the per unit distance to fault (for example: distance to 

fault in kilometers divided by the total line length in 
kilometers), 

I0  is the zero-sequence current. 
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Figure 4 One-Line Diagram and Circuit Representation of Line Fault 

The challenges for accuracy of one-ended fault location are well known and are described in 
several sources [1] [2] [3] [4].  To summarize, the following conditions can cause errors for one-
ended impedance-based fault location methods: 

• Combined effect of fault resistance and load 
• Zero-sequence mutual coupling 
• Zero-sequence modeling errors 
• System nonhomogeneity 
• System infeeds 

− Remote or third terminal infeed 
− Tapped load with zero-sequence source 

• Inaccurate relay measurement, instrument transformer or line parameters. 

Simple Reactance Method 

From Figure 4, the voltage drop from the S end of the line is: 

 FFS1LS IRIZmV •+••=  (1) 

For an A-phase to ground fault, .I•3•kI  I and V  V 0aSgas +== −  

The goal is to minimize the effect of the FF I•R  term. 

The simple reactance method divides all terms by IS (I measured at the fault locator) and ignores 
the (RF • IF / IS) term. 
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To do this, save the imaginary part, and solve for m: 
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Takagi Method—One-Ended Impedance Method With No Source Data 

The Takagi method requires prefault and fault data. It improves upon the simple reactance 
method [2] by reducing the effect of load flow and minimizing the effect of fault resistance. 

 FFL1S I•RI•Z•mV +=  (3) 

Use Superposition current (Isup) to find a term in phase with IF: 
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 (4) 

Voltage drop from Bus S: 

 FFSL1S I•RI•Z•mV +=  

Multiply both sides of equation (1) by the complex conjugate of Isup (Isup*) and save the imaginary 
part. Then, solve for m: 
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 (5) 

The key to the success of the Takagi method is that the angle of IS is the same as the angle of IF. 
For an ideal homogeneous system, these angles are identical. As the angle between IS and IF 
increases, the error in the fault location estimate increases.  

Modified Takagi—Zero-Sequence Current Method with Angle Correction 

Another method (modified Takagi) uses zero-sequence current (3 • I0S) for ground faults instead 
of the superposition current. Therefore, this method requires no prefault data. 

Modified Takagi also allows for angle correction. If the user knows the system source 
impedances, the zero-sequence current can be adjusted by angle T to improve the fault location 
estimate for a given line.  
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 ( )( )
( )( )jT*
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The angle T selected will be valid for one fault location along the line. Figure 5 shows how to 
calculate T. 
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Figure 5 Zero-Sequence Current Angle Correction (if source impedances are known) 
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Two-Ended Negative-Sequence Impedance Method 

A relatively new method, introduced in 1999, uses negative-sequence quantities from all line 
terminals for the location of unbalanced faults. By using negative-sequence quantities, we negate 
the effect of prefault load and fault resistance, zero-sequence mutual impedance, and zero-
sequence infeed from transmission line taps. Precise fault type selection is not necessary. Data 
alignment is not required because the algorithm employed at each line end uses the following 
quantities from the remote terminal (which do not require phase alignment). 

• Magnitude of negative-sequence current, 2I  

• Calculated negative-sequence source impedance, θ∠ °
22Z   

 An observation from Figure 6 is that the negative-sequence fault voltage ( )2FV  is the same when 
viewed from all ends of the protected line.  
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Figure 6 Connection of Sequence Networks for a Single Line-to-Ground Fault at m  

At Relay S: 

 ( )2L2S2S2F ZmZIV •• +−=  (8) 

At Relay R: 

 ( )2L2R2R2F Zm)(1ZIV •• −+−=  (9)  

Eliminate V2F from Equations 8 and 9 and rearrange the resulting expression as follows: 

 ( )
( )( )2L2R

2L2S
2S2R Zm1Z

ZmZII
•

••
−+

+
=  (10) 

To avoid alignment of Relay S and R data sets, take the magnitude of both sides of Equation 10 as 
follows: 

 ( )
( )( )2L2R

2L2S
2S2R Z•m1Z

Z•mZ•II
−+

+
=  (11) 
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Equation 11 is then simplified to Equation 12 below. 

 
( ) ( )
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To further simply Equation 12, define the following variables: 
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Substituting these variables into Equation 12 produces: 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )jhg•mjfe

jdc•mjba
I R2 +−+

+++
=  (13) 

Taking the square of both terms of Equation 13, expanding and rearranging terms produces a 
quadratic equation of the form: 

 0Cm•Bm•A 2 =++  (14) 

Equation 14 is solved for m using a quadratic solution. The coefficients of Equation 14 are given 
below. 

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )22222
R2

2
R2

22222
R2

bafe•IC

d•bc•a•2h•fg•e•I•2B

dchg•IA

+−+=

+−+−=

+−+=

 (15)  

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
Fault location for distribution feeders uses the same basic principles as for transmission lines, but 
presents a great challenge for substation fault locators because of the diverse topology of the 
distribution system: laterals, spurs, and single-phase taps. On important feeders, some utilities 
model the line parameters to achieve a more precise fault location. 

One utility models a feeder using an Excel® spreadsheet to show the line parameters. The 
spreadsheet includes node numbers, wire size, distance from the source, positive- and zero-
sequence impedances, and fault currents. Figure 7 is an actual model of a feeder that is 5.47 miles 
long. 
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Figure 7 Spreadsheet Model (See Appendix for Enlarged View)  

 
A graphical representation of the feeder is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Distribution Feeder Topology  
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Figure 9 shows a screen capture of event report data from an actual fault. 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Distribution Feeder Fault Event Screen Capture 

The event report indicates that a B-phase-to-ground fault occurred 3.02 miles from the station. 
From the feeder topology, there are two possible locations for the fault. As it turns out, line crews 
found a fast growing skinny tree growing close to the line, approximately three miles from the 
substation on the main line near Node 12. 

USE OF FAULT INDICATORS 
Fault Indicators can be applied on lines to help locate faults. If a fault occurs beyond the location 
of the fault indicator, line crews observe an LED or flashing light, indicating that fault current 
was sensed. Reset can be done manually, electrostatically, or through a timer, depending on the 
design. Figure 10 is an example of how fault indicators can be placed to assist line crews in 
finding the fault location. 
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Figure 10 Example Location for Fault Indicators on Distribution Feeder  

TRANSMISSION FAULT LOCATION EXAMPLES 

Example 1: 345 kV Automatic Spraying System  

Background: Repeated phase-phase faults had occurred on a 345 kV line. There was no 
inclement weather or lightning in the area. The number of faults caused voltage issues and a 
negative-sequence overcurrent element went into an alarm state at a regional nuclear plant. 
Nuclear plant personnel were concerned about the possibility of tripping the unit off line. 

 The line data for the transmission line: 
• Circuit 345-LINE is a 28.16 mile long, 345kV line between terminals G and H. 
• 345-LINE—“We had dispatched linemen to the area based on fault location. The lineman 

was patrolling the line in the area when he observed an automatic spraying system 
operating very near the line. He went to the property owner’s home and learned that the 
automatic system runs along a track and sprays liquefied manure onto the open fields. 
The landowner checked the mechanism that controls the sprinkler and found that it had 
failed, causing the sprinkler to run under the line.” 

Figure 11 shows a one-line and event report screen captures. 
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  Figure 11 Example 1: One-Line and Event Report Screen Captures  

As a way of confirming that the data was correct, we ran the two-ended negative-sequence 
impedance algorithm using the event reports from each end, as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 Example 1: Mathcad Screen Capture—Actual Fault Location vs. Two-Ended 

Estimate 

The actual fault occurred where the sprinkler system was found, between 17.8 and 17.9 miles 
(m = .633) from Terminal G (based on patrol map tower locations). 

Conclusions for Example 1: 

1. The one-ended (17.28 and 10.00 miles, respectively) and two-ended (17.46 miles) fault 
locations yielded good results.  All fault location estimates were within 2%.  

2. Two-ended negative-sequence impedance-based method corroborates one-ended method.  

Example 2:  Incorrect Fault Location Due to Incorrect Fault Type Identified   

Background: On this 115 kV Line, a relay tripped for an apparent fault. Targets indicated an 
A-B-G fault that tripped on Zone 2. Upon analysis of the event report data, both ground 
directional overcurrent and ground distance elements tripped. All of the data indicated that the 
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relay elements functioned properly. However, the relay produced a fault location estimate of -143 
miles. This spawned an investigation to find the correct fault location.   

Figure 13 shows a one-line and event report screen captures. 

A-B-G
-143.2 mi
Reported

A B
No event
available

115-Line 48.4 mi

6.8 mi from A
Actual

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 13 Example 2: One-Line and Event Report Screen Captures   

By inspecting the event data directly, we saw a depressed C-phase to ground voltage and 
relatively low fault current (under 400 A primary) on all three phases.  Based on this, we 
suspected that the fault was C-phase to ground with a weak source behind the relay and that the 
relay selected the wrong fault type.   
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The relay used in this application is for three-pole trip applications.  Its fault identification logic 
compares the angular relationship between I0 and I2 [5].  For this fault, I2 leads I0 by about 120 
degrees (using A-phase as reference,), as shown in Figure 14.  This indicates that the fault is 
either C-phase to ground, or A-B-ground.   
 

 
Figure 14 Symmetrical Components from Fault—I2 leads I0 by 120 degrees 

The relay then performs “torque” calculations to determine which fault appears to be “closer” to 
the relay to decide between the two loops (C-G or A-B-G).  For this case, the “torque” calculation 
showed the A-B-G as being closest.  Thus, the relay selected the wrong loop. 

Improved relay designs (intended for single-pole or three-pole applications) have better fault-type 
selection.  These designs measure the fault resistance between phases and phase-to-ground.  
These would have correctly identified the fault type. 

Still, this example demonstrates the need for correct fault type selection.  Knowing that the fault 
was C-G or A-B-G, we calculated the actual fault location to be 6.8 miles for the C-phase-to-
ground fault (calculations from the event report data using the one-ended modified Takagi 
method): 

Calculated Fault Locations: 

 C-G:  6.8    A-B-G:  -137   
   
Conclusions for Example 2: 

1. Fault was C-phase-to-ground, one-ended location 6.8 miles.  (later confirmed from field 
reports).   

2. Weak source conditions challenge the one-ended fault locators for two reasons:  
nonhomogeneous system is more likely; fault type selection more difficult.  

3. Superior fault type selection would have provided the correct fault type and fault location.  

4. Two-ended negative-sequence impedance fault location would have correctly selected fault 
location for faults all along the line.  (fault type selection not needed) 

Example 3: 345 kV Line Failed Insulator  

The line data for the transmission line: 
• Circuit 345-LINE is a 39.26 mile long, double-circuit 345kV line between terminals E 

and F. 
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• 345-LINE circuit fault data: 
− 345-LINE E SUB SEL-311C 08-19-03.txt 
− 345-LINE F SUB SEL-311C 08-19-03.txt 

• 345-LINE – “A failed insulator strut was found on structure # 483, at about 6 miles from 
the F termination. Total line length is 39.26 miles.” Note – the line length setting in the 
relays is 39.30 miles. 

Figure 15 shows a one-line and event report screen captures. 
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Figure 15 Example 3: One-Line and Event Report Screen Captures  

In Figure 16, the horizontal axis is the number of cycles and the vertical axis is the two-ended 
fault location averaged over several cycles. The actual fault location (33.26 miles) is about 0.85 
per unit from the E terminal (depicted by a horizontal line on the graph). Note that the calculated 
fault locations are close to but do not exactly match the actual. 
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Figure 16 Example 3: Mathcad Screen Capture—Actual Fault Location versus Two-Ended 

Estimate  

 
Conclusions for Example 3: 

1. The system was slightly nonhomogeneous, which contributed to the poor local one-ended 
fault location estimate and the remote end being more accurate. 

2. The fault was a fast clearing fault (approximately two cycles).  The fault was interrupted just 
as the relay filtering (one-cycle cosine filter) had processed the data.  As a result, fault 
location results are based on data less accurate than that of a fault present for a longer time 
window. 

3. The only event reports collected were 4-sample per cycle event reports.  Thus, our analysis 
was limited because of the limited number of data points.  When possible, it is better to 
collect event data with more data points (16 or more samples-per-cycle).  

4. Two-ended negative-sequence impedance fault location provided the best estimate, mainly 
because it mitigated any effects of the nonhomogeneous system and smoothed out the short 
data window by averaging the fault location estimates over several samples. 

Example 4 - 345 kV Line – Fire Under Line Conductors  

Background: There was a fire on a long 345 kV line in a wooded area.  The fire caused several 
faults to occur, on different phases.  Several reclose attempts were momentarily successful, until 
the still burning fire caused other phases to flash over creating another fault. 

• 345-LINE – “Line crews found a fire burning under a transmission line approximately 
90.7 miles from the G substation.  Total line length is 160.63 miles.” 
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   Figure 17  Example 4: One-Line and Event Report Screen Captures 
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Figure 18 Example 4: MathCad Screen Capture—Actual Fault Location vs Two-Ended 

Estimate 

Conclusions for Example 4: 

In Figure 18, the horizontal axis is the number of cycles and the vertical axis is the two-ended 
fault location averaged over several cycles.  The actual fault location (90.7 miles) is 0.564 per 
unit from the G terminal (depicted by a horizontal line on the graph).  Even though the one-ended 
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method produced good results, the two-ended negative-sequence impedance method is superior 
and allows operators to get much closer to the actual fault location.   

LAB TESTS TO OBTAIN TWO-ENDED FAULT LOCATION FROM ONE END 
The examples from the previous sections show how we can use the two-ended negative-sequence 
impedance method to get fault location data for operators. However, it takes time to collect the 
event reports and analyze the data. Is there any way we can get the two-ended data faster? 

Many relays have the capability to send and receive the status of up to eight digital elements. In 
some newer designs, if less than 8 bits are used, we can use the unassigned bits to send additional 
information, such as remote time synchronization, virtual terminal sessions, and analog data.  

Via relay settings, we can send either measured or calculated analog quantities over a 
communication channel. Remembering that we need to exchange negative-sequence impedance 
and current information, we made an effort in the lab to calculate two-ended fault location from a 
single end with some promising results. 

Once analog values are sent, the remote relay receives the analog quantities. The received analog 
quantities can be used directly in logic or math equations and viewed using a software command. 

The relay receiving the remote data then processes the multi-ended fault location algorithm. To 
do this, the relay uses internal mathematical capabilities, such as trigonometric functions, 
multiplication, division, addition, subtraction, and square root, to solve the quadratic equation for 
the fault location.   

LAB TEST SETUP 
Several line faults with known fault locations were used as test cases. Local and remote relays 
exchange and use fault data for the purpose of implementing the two-ended negative-sequence 
impedance fault location algorithm.  

We created a time-aligned COMTRADE file from the two line-end event reports for each fault. 
This fault simulation file is replayed into two relays to simulate  the faults as seen by the relays in 
the field. 

The relays measure phase currents and voltages, and calculate 3I2 and ZS2. The magnitude of 
3I2, and the magnitude and angle of Z2S from the remote line terminal is needed by the local 
relay to calculate a two-ended fault location. Therefore, we have to first save the 3I2 and Z2 
values at an appropriate time during the fault, and then communicate those values to the remote 
line terminal for the purpose of the fault location calculation. 

The data from the two ends of the line does not have to be time-aligned. However, we do need to 
select a point during the fault when values have settled to a steady state. We arbitrarily chose a 
point 1.5 cycles after fault detection for our data capture.  At that point in time, the local relays 
will lock and hold the present fault value of 3I2 and Z2S. These values are sent to the remote line 
terminal. The remote line terminal will then perform a two-ended fault algorithm. 

Once physical test connections are verified and data scaled properly, the fault is played back to 
the relays. We compared the actual event report data to the played back data to verify accuracy, 
as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Screen Capture of Original Event Data and COMTRADE Event Data  

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Table 2 shows the results from the laboratory tests. 

Table 2 Results from 345 kV Line Fault Location Lab Tests 

  One-Ended Estimate Two-Ended Estimate 

Case 
Study 

Actual 
Location (Local) (Remote) 

Mathcad 
Point  

Mathcad 
Average  Relay  

345-LINE 
Example 2 

90.7 miles 93.64 miles 67.01 91.2 miles 90.7miles 91.25 miles 

 

The One-Ended Estimate is the fault location taken directly from the relays. 

The Two-Ended Mathcad Point Estimate is a fault location based on the two-ended negative-
sequence impedance method, where two-ended event report data is manually entered from one 
point in time (selected by the user). 

The Two-Ended MathCad Average Estimate is based on the two-ended negative-sequence 
impedance method that averages the fault location over several samples.  These results are 
produced using four-samples-per-cycle event reports.     

The Two-Ended Relay Estimate is the two-ended negative-sequence impedance fault location 
automatically estimated by a relay using local and remote data captured 1.25 or 1.5 cycles after 
fault inception. (This estimate is based on the Two-Ended Mathcad Point Estimate Method.) A 
detailed listing of the logic settings and calculated analog results are in the Appendix. 

CONCLUSIONS 
1. One-ended impedance-based fault location still produces very good results in most cases.  

2. If event data is available from both ends of the line, two-ended impedance fault location can 
improve fault location estimate. 

3. Off-line analytical tools are available to find the best fault location estimates. 
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4. Improve results by collecting events with the highest sampling rate and by using the average 
of several fault location estimate samples instead of a single point estimate. 

5. Short events present a challenge. More analysis is often required to get a more accurate fault 
estimate because of the short data window. The longer an event lasts, the better the fault 
location estimate. 

6. Technology is available to automatically calculate a two-ended fault location from a single 
end. Lab testing confirmed the viability of the technology. Testing indicates that accuracy is 
good on stable, longer lasting events. 

7. Developments are needed to make automatic collection of two-ended fault location applicable 
for all lines and faults. 
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APPENDIX 
The following are the relay logic settings to perform two-ended fault location from one end after 
receiving data from remote terminal. We based these settings on the two-ended negative-
sequence impedance fault location method described in this paper.   

=>>SHO L 
Protection 1 
1: # 
2: # THESE SETTINGS ARE USED FOR TWO-ENDED FAULT LOCATION 
3: # 
4: # USE DEFINITE-TIME O/C DELAYS IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
5: # A COND TIMER TO MARK 1.5 CYCLES INTO FAULT 
6: # 
7: PCT10PU := 0.000000 
8: PCT10DO := 0.875000 #1.0 CYCLE DELAY INCLUDING PROCESSING TIME 
9: PCT10IN := R_TRIG 67P1T OR R_TRIG 67G1T 
10: # 
11: # USE A PROCESSING-INTERVAL WIDE PULSE TO MARK THE FAULT DATA 
12: # 
13: PSV02 := F_TRIG PCT10Q # 2 MSEC PULSE 1.5 CYCLES AFTER EVENT TRIGGER 
14: PSV03 := NOT PSV02 # THIS WILL BE ONE ALL TIMES EXCEPT DURING FAULT 
15: # 
16: # MEMORIZE FAULT DATA I2S MAG & ANG, Z2S MAG AND ANG, V2S MAG AND ANG 
17: # READ MEASURED VALUE TIMES PULSE BINARY ONE DURING FAULT, PLUS ZERO 
18: # NEXT TIME THRU, READ ZERO PLUS PREVIOUS STORED VALUE TIMES ONE 
19: # 
20: PMV01 := L3I2FIM * PSV02 + PMV01 * PSV03 
21: # PMV01 STORES THE LINE 3I2 MAGNITUDE AT 1.5 CYCLES AFTER EVENT TRIGGER 
22: # UNTIL A NEW EVENT OCCURS 
23: # 
24: PMV02 := L3I2FIA * PSV02 + PMV02 * PSV03 
25: # PMV02 STORES THE LINE 3I2 ANGLE AT 1.5 CYCLES AFTER EVENT TRIGGER 
26: # UNTIL A NEW EVENT OCCURS 
27: # 
28: PMV03 := 3V2FIM * PSV02 + PMV03 * PSV03 
29: # PMV03 STORES THE LOCAL 3V2 MAGNITUDE AT 1.5 CYCLES AFTER EVENT 
30: # TRIGGER UNTIL A NEW EVENT OCCURS 
31: # 
32: PMV04 := 3V2FIA * PSV02 + PMV04 * PSV03 
33: # PMV04 STORES THE LOCAL 3V2 ANGLE AT 1.5 CYCLES AFTER EVENT 
34: # TRIGGER UNTIL A NEW EVENT OCCURS 
35: # 
36: PMV05 := (3V2FIM / (L3I2FIM + 0.001000)) * PSV02 + PMV05 * PSV03 
37: # PMV05 STORES THE NEG SEQ SOURCE IMPEDANCE MAGNITUDE AT 1.5 CYCLES 
38: # AFTER EVENT TRIGGER UNTIL A NEW EVENT OCCURS 
39: # 
40: PMV06 := (3V2FIA - L3I2FIA) * PSV02 + PMV06 * PSV03 
41: # PMV06 STORES THE NEG SEQ SOURCE IMPEDANCE ANGLE AT 1.5 CYCLES AFTER 
42: # EVENT TRIGGER UNTIL A NEW EVENT OCCURS 
43: # 
44: # ANALOG MIRRORED BIT VALUES ARE 16-BIT SIGNED INTEGERS 
45: # SO WE MUST SCALE APPROPRIATELY BEFORE SENDING TO RETAIN ACCURACY 
46: # 
47: PMV07 := PMV01 * 100.000000 # SCALE 3I2 MAG BY MULTIPLYING BY 100 
48: PMV08 := PMV05 * 100.000000 # SCALE Z2S MAG BY MULTIPLYING BY 100 
49: PMV09 := PMV06 * 10.000000 # SCALE Z2S ANGLE BY MULTIPLYING BY 10 
50: # 
51: # SEND PMV07, PMV08, AND PMV09 AS MIRRORED BIT ANALOGS 
52: # AND REMEMBER TO DIVIDE BY SCALING VALUE AT OTHER END 
53: # 
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54: PMV10 := 0.970000 # ENTER Z1MAG FROM RELAY SETTINGS HERE 
55: PMV11 := 79.000000 # ENTER Z1ANG FROM RELAY SETTINGS HERE 
56: PMV12 := 2.170000 # ENTER LINE LENGTH FROM RELAY SETTINGS HERE 
57: # 
58: # SCALE RECEIVED MIRRORED BIT ANALOG VALUES FROM REMOTE RELAY 
59: # 
60: PMV13 := MB1A / 100.000000 # REMOTE 3I2 MAG RECEIVED THRU MB A, SCALED 
61: PMV14 := MB2A / 100.000000 # REMOTE Z2S MAG RECEIVED THRU MB A, SCALED 
62: PMV15 := MB3A / 10.000000 # REMOTE Z2S ANGLE RECEIVED THRU MB A, SCALED 
63: # 
64: # CORRECTION MADE - CONVERT TO PRIMARY VALUES 
65: # 
66: # NEXT WE SOLVE THE QUADRATIC EQUATION AND DETERMINE FAULT LOCATION 
67: # REFER TO ROBERTS, TZIOUVARAS, BENMOUYAL "NEW MULTI-ENDED FAULT LOC" 
68: # REFER TO MOXLEY, WOODWARD "IMPROVE SUBSTATION CONTROL AND PROTECTION" 
69: # REFER TO ZIMMERMAN "TWO-ENDED FAULT LOCATION" MATHCAD FILE 
70: # 
71: PMV16 := (PMV03 * 600.000000 / 3.000000) * COS(PMV04) # A' 
72: PMV16 := (PMV03 * 600.000000 / 3.000000) * COS(PMV04) # A' 
73: PMV17 := (PMV03 * 600.000000 / 3.000000) * SIN(PMV04) # B' 
74: # 
75: PMV18 := (PMV01 * 400.000000 / 3.000000) * (PMV10 * 600.000000 / \ 
       400.000000) 
76: PMV18 := PMV18 * COS(PMV02 + PMV11) # C' 
77: # 
78: PMV19 := (PMV01 * 400.000000 / 3.000000) * (PMV10 * 600.000000 / \ 
       400.000000) 
79: PMV19 := PMV19 * SIN(PMV02 + PMV11) # D' 
80: # 
81: PMV20 := (PMV14 * 600.000000 / 400.000000) * COS(PMV15) 
82: PMV20 := PMV20 + (PMV10 * 600.000000 / 400.000000) * COS(PMV11) # E' 
83: # 
84: PMV21 := (PMV14 * 600.000000 / 400.000000) * SIN(PMV15) 
85: PMV21 := PMV21 + (PMV10 * 600.000000 / 400.000000) * SIN(PMV11) # F' 
86: # 
87: PMV22 := (PMV10 * 600.000000 / 400.000000) * COS(PMV11) # G' 
88: # 
89: PMV23 := (PMV10 * 600.000000 / 400.000000) * SIN(PMV11) # H' 
90: # 
91: PMV24 := (PMV13 * 400.000000 / 3.000000) * (PMV13 * 400.000000 / \ 
       3.000000) * (PMV22 * PMV22 + PMV23 * PMV23) 
92: PMV24 := PMV24 - (PMV18 * PMV18 + PMV19 * PMV19) 
93: # PREVIOUS LINE IS A 
94: # 
95: PMV25 := -2.000000 * (PMV13 * 400.000000 / 3.000000) * (PMV13 * \ 
       400.000000 / 3.000000) 
96: PMV25 := PMV25 * (PMV20 * PMV22 + PMV21 * PMV23) 
97: PMV37 := PMV25 - 2.000000 * (PMV16 * PMV18 + PMV17 * PMV19) 
98: # PREVIOUS LINE IS B - NOTE EQUATION STARTS WITH "-2" 
99: # CORRECTING A TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN REFERENCES ABOVE 
100: # 
101: PMV26 := (PMV13 * 400.000000 / 3.000000) * (PMV13 * 400.000000 / \ 
       3.000000) * (PMV20 * PMV20 + PMV21 * PMV21) 
102: PMV26 := PMV26 - (PMV16 * PMV16 + PMV17 * PMV17) 
103: # PREVIOUS LINE IS C 
104: # 
105: PMV27 := ABS(PMV37 * PMV37 - 4.000000 * PMV24 * PMV26) 
106: PMV27 := SQRT(PMV27) 
107: PMV27 := PMV27 - PMV37 
108: PMV28 := PMV27 * PMV12 / (2.000000 * (PMV24 + 0.001000)) 
109: # PREVIOUS LINE IS M1 FAULT LOC ESTIMATE 
110: # 
111: PMV29 := -PMV37 
112: PMV30 := (PMV37 * PMV37 - 4.000000 * PMV24 * PMV26) 
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113: PMV30 := SQRT(PMV30) 
114: PMV31 := -PMV30 
115: PMV32 := PMV29 + PMV31 
116: PMV33 := PMV32 * PMV12 / (2.000000 * (PMV24 + 0.001000)) 
117: # PREVIOUS LINE IS M2 FAULT LOC ESTIMATE 
118: # 
119: # ONE ESTIMATE WILL BE "REASONABLE", WITHIN THE LINE, TRASH OTHER 
120: PMV34 := ABS(PMV28) 
121: PSV04 := PMV34 > PMV12 
122: PSV05 := NOT PSV04 # THIS WILL BE A LOGICAL ONE IF M1 IS OK 
123: PMV35 := ABS(PMV33) 
124: PSV06 := PMV35 > PMV12 
125: PSV07 := NOT PSV06 # THIS WILL BE A LOGICAL ONE IF M2 IS OK 
126: # 
127: PMV36 := PSV05 * PMV34 + PSV07 * PMV35 # THIS IS THE FAULT LOC ESTIMATE 
128: PMV64 := PMV36 # MOVE FAULT LOC TO AREA VISIBLE TO "METER PMV" 
129: # 

The following shows the analog math results from the relay logic. PMV64 is the two-ended fault 
location calculated from the relay.  

=>>MET PMV A 
 
4XX RELAY                                  Date: 09/10/2004  Time: 17:49:07.559 
SUB C                                      Serial Number: 2004104018 
 
Protection Analog Quantities 
  PMV01 =      9.051 
  PMV02 =    -64.952 
  PMV03 =     14.069 
  PMV04 =   -175.743 
  PMV05 =      1.554 
  PMV06 =   -110.791 
  PMV07 =    905.150 
  PMV08 =    155.413 
  PMV09 =  -1107.905 
  PMV10 =      3.960 
  PMV11 =     84.000 
  PMV12 =    160.630 
  PMV13 =     11.590 
  PMV14 =      1.080 
  PMV15 =    255.700 
  PMV16 = -14029.924 
  PMV17 =  -1044.396 
  PMV18 =  33881.355 
  PMV19 =  11697.921 
  PMV20 =      3.679 
  PMV21 =     72.294 
  PMV22 =     10.348 
  PMV23 =     98.458 
  PMV24 =  8.217E+08 
  PMV25 = -3.076E+09 
  PMV26 =  9.283E+08 
  PMV27 =  3.268E+09 
  PMV28 =    319.442 
  PMV29 =  2.101E+09 
  PMV30 =  1.167E+09 
  PMV31 = -1.167E+09 
  PMV32 =  9.336E+08 
  PMV33 =     91.249 
  PMV34 =    319.442 
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  PMV35 =     91.249 
  PMV36 =     91.249 
  PMV37 = -2.101E+09 
  PMV38 =      0.000 
  PMV39 =      0.000 
  PMV40 =   3000.000 
  PMV41 =    120.000 
  PMV42 =      0.000 
  PMV43 =      0.000 
  PMV44 =      0.000 
  PMV45 =      0.000 
  PMV46 =      0.000 
  PMV47 =      0.000 
  PMV48 =      0.000 
  PMV49 =      0.000 
  PMV50 =      0.000 
  PMV51 =      0.000 
  PMV52 =      0.000 
  PMV53 =      0.000 
  PMV54 =      0.000 
  PMV55 =      0.000 
  PMV56 =      0.000 
  PMV57 =      0.000 
  PMV58 =      0.000 
  PMV59 =      0.000 
  PMV60 =      0.000 
  PMV61 =      0.000 
  PMV62 =      0.000 
  PMV63 =      0.000 
  PMV64 =     91.249 
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